
“You  Condemn  All  Other
Religions!”
I agree with there is one true God but in all the pages I have
read on this site, I find that you are condemning all the
other religions. But in my studies I have seen all religions
have the same basis of love, peace, and understanding, and the
belief that how you act on earth determines how you will spend
eternity. But it’s cocky religious people that spend their
weeks living the way they want but then condemning others for
living the way they see unfit and breaking the laws they’re
supposed to live by. Correct me if I’m wrong but doesn’t the
Catholic Church Bible say “Let he who is without sin cast the
first stone,” and seeing how it also says sex is a sin then
doesn’t that mean we all have sinned by being born and should
not judge? But the religious people of the world constantly
judge and they are hypocrites for cramming one religion down
other people’s throats.

Dear ______,

It is true that various world religions all address concepts
like love, peace, and understanding. But that doesn’t mean
they have the same basic concepts. The various world religions
are extremely different in their core beliefs. It’s also true
that we take the unpopular position that biblical Christianity
is the only way to know God in this life, and the only way to
live with Him in heaven after death. But the reason we take
that  position  is  because  Jesus  Himself  made  the  claim,
outrageous if it’s not true, that He is God, that He came from
heaven, and that He is the only way to God the Father: “I am
the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father
except by Me.” That claim is absolutely CRAZY unless He really
is God, and He really is the only way to be reconciled to God.
Since He said He would be put to death and would come back to
life, and then He did, He backed up His claim.
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So we believe Him.

It’s not just the Catholic Church’s Bible that says “Let him
who is without sin cast the first stone” (all versions say
that), but it’s important to understand the context of Jesus’
statement. It doesn’t mean we are not to judge at all, it
means we are not to point fingers at someone else’s sin when
we  are  guilty  of  the  same  thing.  I’m  afraid  you  have  a
misunderstanding about the Bible’s statements about sex. God
doesn’t say sex is a sin. He invented sex and gave it to us as
His gift, to be contained within the only safe place for it:
marriage. Sex outside of marriage is sin; sex within marriage
is His good gift to be enjoyed. Being conceived during sex
(which has always been God’s good plan) is not what makes us
sinners; we are all sinners because we inherited a “bentness”
for sin from our first father, Adam. This has nothing to do
with sex.

I  appreciate  that  you’re  bothered  by  religious  people
attempting to cram their beliefs down the throats of anyone
else. Based on what I know of God’s heart from reading all of
His words, I think He’s bothered by it too. He offers a
quality of abundant life on earth, and the promise of life in
heaven with Him, but He also says it is our choice to accept
His offer or not. Nowhere in the Bible is there any hint that
cramming religion is acceptable. That’s because God wants to
be in a love relationship with us, and force or manipulation
are opposites of love.

See ______, all of us have a sin problem. We are sinners, and
God is a holy God. Our sin keeps us from having a relationship
with Him, and God can’t allow any sin into heaven when we die.
The different world religions have different solutions to the
sin problem. Some of them deny that it exists, then they have
a real problem explaining events like 9/11. Others suggest
that enough good works can outweigh our sins, but they offer
no  proof  that  this  is  true–or  even  hint  at  how  many  is
“enough.”  That’s  a  terrible  thing  to  be  wrong  about!  We



believe that because Jesus provided proof that He is God, we
can trust what He said about being reconciled to God the
Father through Himself as the only way.

I hope this helps. . . and I am sending this with a prayer
that you will carefully consider the same question Jesus asked
when He was on earth: “Who do you say that I am?”

Warmly,

Sue Bohlin
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